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All the news that will fit 
The New Sedition
UMO's newest rag
  since 4  p.m.  yesterday:
vol. 87, no.66
Boris to creep in stacks
Friday, Dec. 12,1980
New spider patrol replaces Murph
by Raoul Pillmore
Staff bone twister
The UMO police announced yesterday
that their patrol dog. Murph was being
replaced by a king size tarantula.
The hormone fed insect will begin
patrolling tire library tonight. snagging any
unwelcome visitors or janitors who are in
the library after hours.
Scarry Birdsnest, the spiders trainer
explained that. although Murph was doing
his job, the spider will be able to make
rounds in the library much faster that the
dog will be able to catch and hold intruders
more efficiently than the canine.
Birdsnest and Boris went through a
rigorous training period in the Mojave
desert last month, after the arachnid was
discovered in a bunch of bananas outside
York cafeteria at the beginning of the
semester.
"we are confident that Boris will be quite a
deterrent to anyone who is thinking about
spending a night in the stacks." Birdsnest
said. "The only thing I'm worried about is
if he finds one of the janitors. I had some
problems with him in the training period
because he kept eating the people he
caught. Hopefully that won't happen
Murph. the deposed library guard, is
reportedly trying to eek out an existence by
selling Milkbones on the streets of
downtown Old Town. Murph's owner, Blod
Nerdy, said the dog has been depressed
since the firing and has taken an
intense dislike to anything having to do
with spiders. "He used to love Spiderman
comics," he said. "but when I came home
the other day after the firing, he had wet all
over them." It was the full collection too.
Now he is off to hustle for a living.
Atter all we've been through. it is really a
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sad thing. I tried to coax hint home but he
ran away. •• Go get the furry thing to get
your slippers fatso,•' is all he said as he ran
off," Nerdy said.
One of the main reasons for changing
over to a spider patrol was economical.
Birdsnest explained. "He catches most of
his own food and never needs to be taken
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Boris. (MOH) s new nighttime tarantula. .its on the steps at. Fogler library keeping
an eye on things. This would seem to be nortnal procedure but when this picture was
taken, it was noontime and no students dared to near the library to use it. [Photo by
Karous Zahedil
for a walk." he said. Stray dogs will also be
taken care of by Boris, according to
Birdsnest. "We will be killing two birds
with one stone, if you'll excuse the
expression. Boris will get a free meal and
we won't have to worry about what to do
about the animals." he said.
Trees to fall, Mall will soon be stoned
by 1Shaw n Bradprick
Staff writer
In a surprise move today, the
physical plant has announced a plan
to cut down both Elm and the Ash
trees on the mall to make way for
"numerous rocks" that were planted
by some geology students doing a
term project.
Physical Plant Director Alanon
Lewdis defended the operation as "a
sound program in economics."
Despite the high investment UMO
itkade in both thc Elm and Ash tree
proy, rams. Lewdis said in the long
run. the rocks would prove more
profitable.
"Look," Lewdis said. "I know
how much we've spent on the trees.
but even if the trees didn't catch any
diseases like Dutch Elm Disease,
they're going to die sooner or later.
Rocks live forever, and they never
get sick."
The whole program started with
two Irish geology students who are
here on a foreign exchange program,
Bobby Brassballs and Rhun
Amucking. "Our native country has
grown rocks instead of trees for
centuries," Brassballs was quoted as
saying. In fact we have Rock-a-thons
in Ireland where everyone drinks
whisky and watches the rocks
grow."
Lewdis said that the rocks weighed
only one pound when planted but in
a hundred years he hopes to have
"12-ton boulders" standing on the
mall.
Some students were against the
substitution of rocks for trees. One
group protested the plan by demon-
strating on the mall. "We're ought
to prove that once again, the
administrators have their heads up
their asses." one student was
reported saving. However, a
campus police detachment arrived
and quickly beat the students to
death, effectively ending any further
protests.
"Give us guns and we could have
wiped out the scum much faster,••
said police spokesman Terry Burger.
as he polished up his world fame
bong collection.
With the death of the students,
effective protest is about ended.
except for some campus dogs who
plan a "piss-on-you" rally Saturday.
However, the administration says
it is undaunted by any opposition.
As he lovingly stroked a spendid
specimen of Schist. Lewdis said.
"Hey, everybody should own a pet
rock."
President Haul Sliverman hinted 'hat the
spider may well be given a promotion in
the next few weeks. "Boris is under
consideration for director of public safety,"
Silverman said. "Instead of sending repeat
offenders to court, we will just send them
to Boris for dinner," he said.
Here it is,
;he long awaited
Maine Campus
Joke issue.
The ads
are all real
but the stories
are jokes.
Have fun!
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UMO dictator Paul Silverman emulates lifetime idol Napoleon while contemplating hisrccentiv announced canonization.
Sliverman to be saintedh\ !sluA Raktr
Suitt\ V, flier
The vatican has announced that
UMO's president Fred Sliverman
will be annointed as a saint Feb. I, to
coincide with Winter Carnival activi-
ties.
Pope John Paul II announced in a
communique that Sliverman was
selected because "he has outstand-
ing qualities. he's an outstanding
guy, and he has lasted a semester
without being fired by McCarthy."
The Orono administration reacted
mixed to the news of the annoint-
ment of Sliverman. Dwight Worn-
out, dean for studious affairs, was
ecstatic over the news.
"Gee whiz," Wornout said. • 'I' m
all goose bumps."
Vice-President for petty cash.
John Coup D'Etat, said he was
dissapointed that he had not been
considered for sainthood.
"1 brushed my teeth every day and
take a bath once a month, "D'Etat
said. "I even go to bed when my
mommy tells me to. Honestly!"
Tom Acetic, also of studious
affairs, also had some acid remarks
for John's pronouncement.
"If I don't get named by next week
I will hold comment but a source
close to the president who refused to
be quoted. was anyways.
"As soon as Fred returns from
Haiti he plans on preparing for the
ceremonies, "the unreliable source
said. "We have rented a sedan chair
for him and hired four lucky students
but contradicted the method of
selecting the four students to carry
the saint-elect.
"These students were informed by
their professors that it was the only
way to get off academic probation."
he said. "We had 10,000 eligible
candidates."
Haiti gets new campus
by Smutten Footenmouth
staff writer
The eight professors visiting Haiti have
decided to stay there and establish a new
campus of the university, said Cankersore
Hanrick Bacardi Thursday.
The rue% campus will have a program for
students wishing to graduate with a degree
in human rights. The courses offered next
semester will be social injustice and
administrative vacations.
According to Bacardi. the eight campus
of the Super U -UNH- will house its
students at Bangor Community College.
The blue buses, which will run from
Bangor to UMH evry half-hour, will be
,Irnished by Joan Sear of Smold Town.
A spokesman for the faculty group. Ax
rid Finaces Deen Charlotte Web, said the
:nee days they have been in Haiti, the
acuity have become quite adept at
..1ministrative vacations. Lice Sciences
and Aquaculture Deen Flappin Chicken-
wing said he has plans to finance faculty
:rips to the Diminishing Republic. Fam-
maw. and Archenimia.
"The possibilities for new frontiers arc
•ndless." Chickenwing said. "Eventually
we hope to establish a campus in every
Third World country in the western
hemisphere." he said.
Distractor of Intergalactic Agricultural
Problems Louis N. Klark said the faculty in
Haiti has been following Chickenwing's
orders to the letter. "We haven't done a
thing since we've been here and we'll be
glad to share the experience with the rest
of the faculty upon our return." Klark said
•
Axing Nice President Funinsun said the
Haitian people have been very cooperative
in the faculties' efforts to establish a new
campus. "The local people have already
built several thatched huts to be used as
classrooms," Funinsun said. "We have a
lean to that can be used for a place to
congregate. The faculty at UMH tells me
we will call it the Rhetorical Onion." he
added.
Chickenwing stated the money for the
upcoming trips to other Third World
countries will originate from the faculty
denigration funds as well as money saved
from paying the current faculty slave
wages.
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Work-study students
fund department 'heads'
Marquis de Sade, said he felt the move was
a proper one: "Imagine all the paine the
students will have to go through to pry tha:
extra dollar from their wallets. The pain
will be unbearable. My only regret is thatit will releive other painful problems."
Individual students weren't very happy
about the change. Most felt that such a
thing could have been predicted because of
the way the university likes to charge fees.
"After all, they did charge us for paper
plates in the commons," said Horn. E.
Fratboy, a kindergarten student from
Outer Mongolia. "I'm paying $500 in extra
fees now. I think tuition is just used to pay
for food to feed the psych departments
mice.A co-ed. big Buxom, said she was glad
the fee is being charged. "Now all those
professors will be able to uhcross their legs
during lectures and move around a bit
more."
The football players were particularly
unhappy over the move. "Wha's he tink
he do. anyway. Now we doan have money
for beer and raw meat." said one. Another
commented. "Maybe we ain't got couth,
but we want our buck back."
by Cray Z. People
Cowdung writer
In an exconomv measure. The financial
office has announced that workstudy
students will be charged $I everytime they
fill out their time cards.
"I expect to generate a lot of pocket
change," said Batty Ban, director of
insurrection at financial collections. Bart
said the move resulted from an intense
need of various department heads to find
spare change for the pay-toilets.
Arsty Gasman of the propaganda depart-
ment was all for the move, saying "I's
about time. The pressure is starting to
really get excrutiating." Gasman said
other than funds for the toilets he was
trying to raise money for his golfing greens
fees that accumulate during the summer
months. "The price of the pay toilets on
golf courses are outrageous too. It
wouldn't be so bad, but they are so far
apart."
Other department
heads (no pun intended) lauded the
change. KKK Webhead of the College of
How to play doctor (with your girlfriend)
said he was against the move but said he
realized that it was needed. "My sexy
secretaries now can have money to be able
to have a safe place to hide when all those
perverted students
them."
Vice rat for affairs of students, the
and administration
come looking for
'Really
LOW
Friday, Dec. 12
Midnight -- Sorority orgy atbasement of Lord Hall. Foreplaybegins at 11:00 p.m. (BYOR)
Saturday. Dec. 13
Noon -- MPAC-sponsored lecture.
George Wallace will speak on the
need for affirmative action pro-
grams.
4:00 p.m. -- Student Governement
leaders will hold a "leadership
meeting" at the Memorial Union.
Only white, male arians with degrees
in sophistication and earning in-
comes over $35,000 are eligible to
come. Students not welcome.
Sunday, Dec. 14
Robin's party. All welcome. Inter-
csted parties can pick up directionsin Lord Hall.
IVERSITY CINEMAS
CAMPUS
CRIER
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year
round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields. $500-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write: IJC Box 52-MEI Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625
48-19tv
HELP WANTED:
Earn $1,000 or more for a few
evenings work. No selling. Just
hang posters on your campus
advertising our half price tours of
Europe. For details, write:Travel
Study International, 2030 East 4800
SSouth, Suite 101, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84117.
Going abroad for vacation? Pass-
port photos. within walking distance
of the University. Student andfaculty discounts. Call 827-2012.
Village Photographers. Don Powers,
photographer.
LOST: Pair of Men's black leather
ski gloves. Lost in "the Pit",
Memorial Gym., Wed., 12/3.
REWARD. call 942-0044
2 apartments for rent-Orono.2 bed-
rooms, $250 heated. Old Town 3
bedrooms-$185-after 5:00 866-2518.
Room for Rent-Crosby Street, avail-
able immediately. $28 weekly. Call
for details after 5:00 866-3638.
A AIN DAYSMON. & TUE. EVENINGS ANDSAT SUN. MAT. AT 2— ADULTS $2.00
WAVES A HAPPY 140LIDAYWIT ME AN. OLIVEI SHOWS AT
7:00& 9:00
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Campus editor Steve McGrath reacts as Hustler magazine owner Larry Flynt describes
the duties of his new job.
Hustler recruits McGrath
by Goforit Atallcosts
B.S. manager
Steve McGrath, the controversial and
always kinky Maine Campus newspaper
editor, will no longer meet the daily grind.
McGrath, after taking interviews with such
outstanding pieces of literature as Playboy,
Penthouse. OUL Hustler and Playgirl,
received word directly from publisher
Larry Flint that he had a job with Hustler.
Flint was quoted as saying. "Steve has
the makeup to be a real contributor to our
orgasmization. His views on obsenity,
rape. and incest will undoubtedly open up
new areas to probe. Steve has the raw
talent to find a whole, different dimension
to writing about sex."
In talking to McGrath about his new
career, he replied. "Playboy has better
chicks, but with Hustler, you have a better
chance of making it. I don't mind starting
on the bottom. I know I% get to the top
someday."
When asked about starting salaries.
McGrath was suprised to find out the job
came with pay. "Oh. I get paid for this?
The benefits were more than enough for
me."
Asked if the abundance of healthy
women will distract him. McGrath replied,
"Got. I hope so. but it could be a very
sticky situation."
McGrath said the job would only be for a
short time. "I'll begin with April and
finish up with June."
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The Fuhrer entertains
large crowd in the pit`
by Joe Magoosheik
Staff writer
He was living in Brazil. He was
though dead by the rest of the world.
He had assumed a new identity. He
left all this to lecture as a LSD
speaker.
Yes. Adolf Hitler is alive and well.
His speaking engagement at Mem-
orial Gym last night. was termed
successful in attendence terms. as
4.000 people turned out to hear
Hitler damn Jews, the French. and
Josef Stalin. Hitler received $6,000
for speaking at UMO. Because of his
successful speaking engagement at
UMO. Hitler has been scheduled to
speak at several Klu Klux Klan
organizations in Georgia. Alabama.
and Mississippi.
Peter Slabbe, LSD chairman said,
•
"Hitler has unique qualifications,
it's not every speaker that can boast
of taking over countries and terror-
izing people."
Former Alabama, George Wal-
lace, has reportedly been actively
promoting the speaking engage-
ments for Hitler. Upon hearing that
Hitler would be speaking in the
south, a South Carolian minister and
member of the moral majority said.
"Finally, someone who also agrees
weith me that God doesn't listen to
Jews' prayers.•'
When president-elect Ronald Rea-
gan heard of Hitler's speaking
engagements in the South, he said,
"Well, golly gee. I heard he wasn't
such a bad guy since he stopped
beating horses and shaved off his
mustache."
TV's Wild Kingdom due
to film UMO 'zoo'
by Ty D. Bowl
Staff writer
UMO will be in the spotlight of
national television, according to DUL
chairman Peter Blabbe.
We just received word yesterday
that Marlin Perkins and Jim Fowler
of Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom
want to come to UMO to shoot a
segment of the show." Blabbe said.
Blabbe said the two television
sportsmen had read reports from the
Bored of Crusties which called the
university "a zoo." He said Perkins
could think of no better place to
shoot footage of animal wildlife than
a MN).
Perkins. contacted in New York.
said he and Fowler would land at
Bangor International Airport. then
take a land rover to the campus to
avoid attention.
"While Jim sneaks up behind the
students with a net. I'll distract them
with this handy bright colored cloth.
Then, when we have the animals
subdued, we'll jab them with
tranquilizers." Perkins said.
He said the tranquilizer would not
hurt the students.
"But like these students, who
must fend for themselves in the wild.
people too, must have that protec-
tion. Mutual of Omaha can offer that
good. solid protection to real
people."
Perkins said he and fowler would
tag several of the students to trace
their migration habits. "We are also
interested in their eating habits,"
the naturalist said.
Blabbe said it was a "real honor"
to be selected for the show. ''They
could have done the show on animals
at UNH or URI, but I guess they
figured we had a higher caliber of
animal here at Orono.- he said.
Corsages start at 1.75$ and
boutineers start at $1.10.
4
HNI220
12 Main St. Yeazie Village
Tel. 942-8111
Delivery over $10 is free!
Under $10 is a $1 delivery fee.
Student Federal Credit Union.
Finals Week Hours:
10 am to 1 prn
Monday. -Friday
* There will be NO OFFICE
HOURS during Christmas Break
All Banking must be done by
MAIL ONLY If you have questions,
please contact us
S.
•
•
•
•
Have a great break and a :;
Merry Christmas!
• .•.•. .•.•.•.
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Enough said
All right, enough is enough.
Sure, we could have sat here a whilelonger and taken it, just as a sled dog can
shoulder one more lash of the whip. But
we shouldn't have to. You, the university
community, shouldn't have to.
We are not mice, we are not punchingbags, we are not Devo. We are people.
There is a time and place for
everything. A time when the dirty linen
must be brought to light and lblow in thebreeze. Now is that time.
But we need not name names. That
weould be petty. You know the offenders
as well as we do.
But how did they ever get entrenched,
snugly as mice in a den, into our favorable
community. Unfortunately, we must lookinwardly.
Too long have we lived the good life.
But those living the good life soon have to
pay the hotel bill. Now the bill has come.
And what can be done? who will wieldthe rod of punishment against those whohave wronged us? That is a good question
and one without an immediate answer.
For we all know a stitch in time save
nine and rolling stone gathers no moss,
but is there any way to make bitter batterinto better butter?
We think not.
That is why now is a time of action. The
forces must be gathered. The student
must speak. For, only then, can the
driftwood and the meely meal be weeded
out. Now is the time to separate the chaff
from the wheat.
And we will lead that cause. We know
it is the responsibility of a newspaper to
be strong, to lead and to point out
corruption. Today, that corruption has
been fingered. Now a solution is needed.
We say it is time to start at square one.
Beating around the bush gets you
nowhere but to the other side of the bush.
And after all, what are we searching thebushes for when we know the real crux of
the problem.
In our eyes, the solution is clear. So
clear, in fact, that it is even unnecessary
to go into it. Well, maybe we'll just gointo it a little.
Crime and social injustice. Yes, that's
enough of a hint to let you onto their
game. This is not small potatoes. We're
talking the big spuds on this one.
And the deviants themselves know it's
only a matter of time. For quite a while,the newspaper has been onto these
wrongdoers. Now, with this editorial, the
university itself knows about them. In
time, we'll even tell the proper
authorities.
But for now, let them sweat.
The days are numbered, boys. It won'tbe long now.
Then, this community can return to the
peaceful land it once was. The river will
still flow peacefully by and term papers
will still be turned in late. Yes, we can all
breathe a sigh of relief when the bad appleis extracted from the apple barrel.
It will bc the city on the shining
mountain. Well, maybe not a city, maybe
only a town. And just because we're
located on an island doesn't mean you still
can't call it a mountain.
Since when can't we make a mountainout of an island.
This is still America, isn't it? Yeah,that's what I thought.
S & M
Kampus
Kolumns
The following is an interview with New
Sedition columnists Junk Simms, Mike
Lowroller, Thieve McGrath, Tom Kedork-
ian and Glen Chaste. Each Monday
through Friday. these literary midgets
offer their respective contributions to this
space: "Borecar 4," "The Real
-Nice
World," Mental moats," "Dear Cesar-
ian," and "Ringneck Review."
The New .Sedition is now looking for
individuals to replace those of the above
who will be lost to graduation, apathy,
venereal disease, et cetera. Hence, this
interview is presented in the hopes that it
will encourage columnist applicants for
next semester. I.e., if these guys can do it,
anybody can!!!
Jive Turkey: —Why did you guys each
agree to write a column every week?
Junk Simms: "I like to see my name in
18-point type. You don't get near as big a
byline cranking out news."
Mike Lowroller: "This fulfills one of my
childhood dreams."
Thieve McGrath: "Basically, it was peer
pressure. I'm the editor. and I'm supposed
to have a column. If I don't, people will
think I'm inept as a writer. Now that I do,
people see that I'm inept as a writer. It's a
no-win situation."
Tom Kedorkian: "There is a need for the
type of column I write. Newspapers need to
be balanced. News stories are clear and
straightforward, whereas my columns are
clouded and obscure."
Glen Chaste: "Columns? We were suppos-
ed to write columns? I thought this was a
funny shaped space for second-rate
editorials!"
Jive Turkey: Where do you guys get your
ideas?
Junk: "Why, they're everywhere! You've
got one crawling on your shirt! Holdit...
Gotch' 
 Ahhh. Missed. The littlw bug-
gers can be elusive sometimes.—
Mike: "Mostly. I draw from my Childhood.
In fact. I can remember doing the same
type of thing when I was a little boy --
speculating about my childhood."
Thieve: "I steal them from other newspap-
ers."
Tom: "Sometimes. I take ideas from
Catch-22. Sometimes from the Wizard of
Oz. Sometimes I write without any clear
idea at all, and other times I have ham with
my eggs."
Glen: "I just think. 'alright. It's time for an
idea,' and COWABUNGA! I get one!"
Jive Turkey What has been the general
theme of your columns this semester?
Tom: "The general theme? I'd have to sa
yes. I would vote for the candidate of my
choice given an opportunity to finish a
sentence on the same subject I started on."
Junk: "That's a tough question. My
columns aren't always what they theme to
be."
Glen: "That conservatism shall rise again!(Shit floats)."
Mike: "That it's possible to have survived
a drab childhood and still grow up be
prolifically sentimental."
Thieve: "What do you mean by theme?"
The King is Dead. long Ike the King.
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Hansen breaks guitar sitting record
Guitarist Randy Hansen has the music
world in awe after completing three
straight months under the world's
largest guitar to set a world's record in
the large guitar sitting competition.
Pevious record holder zclaude "Flat
lap" Fender was there when Hansen
broke his two month-three week and
six day stint to become the Guiness
World Champion guitar sitter.
"I can't believe the guy had enough
butt to withstand that guitar,"said a
crushed Fender,"It's all in the butt you
know, that's the first thing to go," said
the dethroned champion.
An odviously pleased Randy Hansen
expressed relief and elation on hearing
that he had broken the world's record(as well as his saccrum and coccyx).
When asked what was the hardest part
about the 20'2" guitar Hansen replied,
"Barred chords."
Although just recently recognized by
the Guiness Book as a legitimate event
guitar sitting actually dates back some
400 years to the ancient Aztecs, the
first guitar makers.
According to native ritual the event is
marked by a special star that appears in
the sky every year (known to the
natives as Bill Haley's Comet). A large
fire is made and all the natives bring
out the guitars which they have been
working on all year in preparation for
the big festival.
In ancient times the guitar sitting went
on until everyone dropped and one
person was left. The person then
became the king for a year (sort of like
queen for a day). It was also required
that the king become the finast
guitarist in the land and to aid the
leader the best guitarists in the
community got together to tutor the
king. This process, known as
Springsteening in ancient lingo,
however indebted the king to this select
group, hence also the founding of the
special interest group.
Hansen trained on two smaller guitars
in preparation for the three month sit.
Brothers Mason Hansen, Anson
Hansen and David-Jansen Hansen
were there to celebrate with brother
Randy and presented him with a gold
plated wheelchair inscribed on the
back ,"Good job Randy. May you
soon be up and sitting."
Meanwhile Randy Hansen has no
immediate plans for the future. When
asked if he would ever compete should
his record be broken Hansen said, "I
didn't train for over a year so I could
quit if I lost the title. It wouldn't be
easy but if I busted my ass I'm sure the
title would only be a hair's breath
away."
Hansen now heads to Butte,
Montanta for rest and relaxation.
While there Hansen will take sitar
lessons and see "Gone With The
Wind" in its entirety, three times daily
just to stay in shape. Selected readings
from War and Peace will also be
included in the traning program as well
as all Happy Days 'sit on it' episodes.
Fender claims revenge and said that
when uncle Freddie hears of the news
he will help the former champion
regain his championship form.
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Eastwood reveals that he is Clyde
Top ten albums
preparing to slip into his oragutang costume
In one of the most surprising
turnabouts in movies history Clint
Eastwood revealed today that his pal
orangutan Clyde that starred in Every
ilhich Way but Loose and Any Which
Way You Can was only Eastwood in
disguise. When pressured about
ripping off devout Clyde fans
Eastwood explained, "What do they.
expect. They really think that a
monkey can do things that I can do?"
Clyde's trainer Bill Bingo, who was
as shocked about the rev-elation as the
public said, "Eastwood sure had me
fooled. He grunted and groaned
exactly like Clyde used to."
In fact that quote sealed Bingo's fate
as it revealed that he knew more than
was previously thought. After more
research was conducted it was found
that just before Every Which Day But
Loose was due to start filming Clyde
had run into contract negotiation
difficulties and as a last resort
Eastwood volunteered to play both
parts with the use of trick
photography.
The first film was such a lasting
success that producer Emmanuelle
Manuel decided to monkey around
with the public and see if the Clyde-
East V1 ood scam would work one more
OK, It's the end of the
semester and still no one
has answered our ad asking
for In-Tune writers.
What's the problem?
Are we that good?
If you think you're better
try to take up a half page
with an ad.
We did it
I. Shirley and Squirrely: We Sold our
Nuts for Drugs and Lust
2. Slim Whitman: Oona Paluma My
Ass!
3. The Singing Nun: Celibate.
Celibate, Dance to the Male
4. Lee Harvey Oswald and James Earl
Ray: Their Greatest Hits
time.
Although the film has been revealed
as a fraud the public is going to the
theater in record numbers, apparently.
liking Eastwood better than the real
Clyde.
Clyde is now suing Ringling
Brothers, Warner Bros., and couph
drop magnates the Smith Brothers in a
DIRECT WAY PAPER
WAREHOUSF
Bond-Mimeo
-Duplicate
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls
Envelopes-Pads
1 oilet & Facial Tissue
Direct Prices
For information call 942-2628
1216 Hammond St.,
Bangor, Me.
5. Sid Vicious: I'm Dead, So There,
Man
6. The Vibrators: Batteries not
Included
7. The Rolling Bones: Gather No
Resin
8. The Beavers: Gotta get some
Woodywood Peckers
triple damage suit. It is doubtful that
Clyde's accusations of Ringling Bros.
rejection and selling of him to Warnei
Bros. and Warner Bros. failure to
renew the astronomical contract that
led to a cold that Smith Bros. cough
drops could not relieve would be
successful.
STUDENTS
"We're Still Here to Save You
Money"
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
Do Your Own Auto Repairs
Hours: Mon. thru Fri — 8:00am to 8:00pm
Sat. — 9:00am to 1,:00pm
Sun — 10:00ani to 4 0Opm
DIRECTWAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St. Bangor
942-2782
SHARE THE NEWS *fr,f
RECRUIT A FRIEND U,
During your holiday break takes
/for a friend interested in UMO! tthome an Admissions Packet If
Student to Student contact works!
interested? Drop by the Admissions
Office, Alumni Hall and pick up your
today!
Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year!
The Admissions Staff
-
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Merry Christmas
from the MAINE CAMPUS
Only part of the herd pictured as follows: h-otn; Makin Bets, Clone Sins,
Second Row; goozin• Herslop, Heil% ing Atoms, G.C.Redneck, Sassy
AuGratin, Showing Herbrick. The Prof, Psych Inagain.
korns, Pike Laundry, Roasing She'saminor, Staff I oser. Byron Barley.
at. Back; Peaved Patterson. Sundae Patterson, Pimp McWhiskey.
7hird Row; Dubbie
1.•
O.K., McDeath is bad;
but our review is worse
Last night, the 47th evening of
"McDeath" opened. This reportei
thought it was about time to res iew it.
And he was sorry he did.
The people playing Mr. and Mrs.
McVillian were much too lively when
they took their curtain call. I mean
really, they're supposed to be dead.
The soldiers had the most interesting
lines in the play; they walked around
with bloody' swords, and said nothing.
The story of McDeath was easy to
follow. You see, this gu (Mr.
McVillian) decides to bump oft h
landlord and become top landownei in
the country. The fact that the landlord
has left all his holdings to his 16 sons
has nothing what-so-ever to do with it
NieVillian makes the landlord watch
three straight hours of "Laverne and
Shirley". Naturally, the landlord died
soon thereafter.
Then, tasting the joys of killing
through cruelty, McVillian decides to
kill everyon else. He sets up a deal with
three little old ladies—. He's kill the
people, and they'd dress them up in
lace, and put them in a blood-spattered
hole in the floor.
In the meantime, Mrs. McVillian is
going crazy because Mr. McVillian is
so busy killing people, that he has no
time for her. So she decides to bring
attention to herself, and win hem
husband's lose hs watching four hours
of "Happy Days.'' Unfortunate's
her, it only made her fall asleep, w hicli
made Mr. Maillian angry. So he
killed her, which made her very happy .
The actors playing the major pails
were very boring. which made it easier
for McVillian to kill them. The se! was
o.k., but 1 question the setting of an
amusement park for such a dasterdly
tale. A T.V. studio would have been so
much more approp. The costumes,
swords and bandaids, were very.
effective, by I. M. Bored
Bring
along the
whole family
for a real treat.
Students - S4.00/game
cum berland County
Rendher Backless.
off key 7
I Support Your Local
. I
Old Town - Orono
YMCA Through
I Contributions tothe "United Way"
H.E. Sargent, Inc.
"The Classic" Stocking
Stuffer 
Best Holiday Classic
Dec. 26th
UMO vs
Northeastern
9:15pm
Temple vs
N. C. Charlotte
7:15pm
Dec. 2'th
Winners meet in
Championship Game
9:15pm
Consolation Game
7:15pm
S8.00 reserve seats
S14.00 for
both nights
Tickets
available at thei
UMO Athletic
Ticket Office
(Gym)
S6.00 for both
Civic Center, Portland I
8 off key
Quick fakes  
Batman 1980Give me some skin?
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The University of ,%faine Ballet
Company is going to be presenting
their version of The Wolfman Meets
Jon Norburg , an adaptation of two
classic tales to be presented on the eve
of Rena ueosi's birthday.
rsie‘.% York dire1/4:tor in residence Ina
Badplay, who has been the recipient of
the New York critic's award for most
stinking productions in one season, has
WORK IN Ronald Reagan Meets a
Liberal, Devo Goes To the Opera and
Gang of Four Runs the Nursery.
Scummy Events
Finals
" DOESN'T SI.It NINE A NICC stror FEcuRs! "
Although it's been years since his
series went off TV, we can all see that
the caped crusader has kept his
graceful form. Batman celebrates a
birthday this month, so we thought
that we'd include some of the more
intellectual Batman jokes that have
been passed down through the ages:
Q: What did Batman wear when he
went swimming? A: a batting suit.
Q: Where did Batman plant his
flowers? A: In a batanical garden.
(O.K., we're really rolling now.(
Q: Why does Batman brush his teeth
with Gleem? A: So he doesn't have bat
breath.
Q:Why doe Batman walk around in
his pajamas? A: Because he doesn't
have a bat robe.
(And Finally...)
Q: What did they say about Batman
when he went crazy? A: He has bells in
his bat fry.
...so much for your damned
"Family Entertainment" Prof. Miller!
(Jokes courtesy of
Steve Harrison 150 York
Hall
Thanks, Lou)
!MM. IMO. 4 44111111. 4 .81M0 .4111=104 1•110. 41.1.0. ANEW
`C‘'
 Maine
Christian
Association
PRESENTS
An Evening of Jazz
"MONTAGE"
WHERE: The Damn Yankee
WHEN: Saturday Dec. 13, 1980
From 9- 12pm
Donation: 50'
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Dr. Cornea advises the
stoned and deranged
ndy Palic
Dear Dr. Cornea,
I have a problem with my contact lenses.
They keep fatting out at the most
embarrassing times and I must stop down
and search for them under the bed.. .1
mean in the carpet. Any way, it is
annoying to everyone I come in contact
with. Is there anythtng I can do?
signed.
Heddy La Rue
Balentine Hall
Dear Heddy,
This is a common problem among people
with red hair, beady eyes, and head lice.
Fear not, for the solution is simple. Apply
a dab of crazy glue (available at any
drugstore. without a prescription) to each
tense before putting them on each
morning. Note, however, that the contact
lenses must be clened each evening with
denatured alcohol. If your eyes become
irritated within a week, see a real doctor.
Dear Dr. Cornea.
Lately I've been bumping into walls,
people. and moving cars with alarming
frequency. I am unable to see things right
in fron of my face, much less at a distance.
Moreover, from dawn till dusk. I see
nothing but blackness. I have come to
depend very heavily on my sense of smell
and hearing to get around. Also. I have
experienced a strange attraction to canes
and german shepherds. Shoot straight
with me, doe, am I blind?
signed,
Ray Charles
Gannett Hall
Dear Ray.
You do indeed describe some of the most
common symptoms of "inferensis no-
workus"; common blindness. It would be
wise of you to visit an optometrist
immediately to get an informed opinion.
As far as your attraction to canes and dogs
goes. I would recommend a psychologist
who specializes in those kind of sexual
problems.
Dear Dr. Cornea,
All my life, I have had very deep-set
eyes. I would like to become a fashion
model and I have the "credentials." all
except my sunken eyes, that is. Is there
some corrective surgery that could remedy
my "tunnel vision?"
signed.
C. Milquetoast
Mill Street
Dear Miss Milquetoast,
I have been able to remedy this problem
on numerous occasions, while avoiding
costly and complicated surgery. Come into
the office for a routing and brief check-up.
Two weeks later, upon receipt of your bill.
it will be all you can do to keep your
peepers in your head!
Dear Dr. Cornea,
Recently, I have had severe headaches
throughout the day. Also, my eyes tire
easily and irritate me. My face is swollen
around my eyes and it itches a great deal. I
have huge boils on my neck and shoulders,
my teeth are brown, and my hair is falling
OUE Also, I vomit blood throughout the
day. Do I need glasses?
signed.
H. Munster
Dunn
Dear Mr. Munster.
Only a routine check-up
sure. We could make
immediately, or schedule
year for your next of kin.
would tell for
one for you
one later this
Don't forget to look for Dr. Cornea's
book. Eyes: Round. Gushy Things that
Make You See, in leadinn hesnkstores!
Erection in Student Gov't
fails to be a big turn-on
To the Editor:
So o.k., what's all this about a
Student Government erection in the
spring&
I know there is a new student
president every year, but I don't think
that his degree of excitement should be
splashed all over your newspaper.
I don't care (and don't think I'd be
excited by) a graphic indepth study of
his particular bulge.
Whenever the new man gets voted
in, just let him be.
Why, he should be chosen on the
basis of his LEADERSHIP qualities,
not his sexual acrobatics, even if that
has been the standard in the past. (No,
I won't name names, I have my
scruples, y'know(. Anyway, if you
insist on putting your mind in the
gutter, I will have no part of it--I refuse
to associate myself with any group that
puts so much importance on the whole
sexual thing.
Just because governmental power is
such a heavy TURN-ON to some
people, that's no reason for all the rest
of us to see HOW MUCH of a turn-on
it is! I say to all other concerned
students, let's keep our hands off this
matter!
signed,
Barbi Benton
Ballentine Hall
Bauzer Bowling perverted
To the editor,
I have noticed a disturbing trend on
campus lately, one which your columns
have not borne out yet. I find this
trend offensive, pervasive, and
extremely disgusting. I am speaking,
of course, about the recent rash of
"Bauzer Bowling." These poor little
pooches are subjected to extreme
cruelty while being rolled into a furry
sphere and hurled across hard wooden
alleys, purely for the sport of their
tormentors. I myself own over 67
bauzers and cannot sleep nights
knowing they may one day become
some Overweight howling-team
housewife's next "strike." I have no
desiie to allow someone to make my
little bauzers their "perfect three-
hundred!" I ask, therefore, all owners
of bauzers (and dogs in general, for it
is only a matter of time before ruthless
Curt Gowdy-types turn to dachsunds
and even great danes for their deranged
sporting pleasure!) to put an end to this
crime against canines. Stamp out
BAuzer Bowling!
signed,
Lorne Green
Mill Street
Showing off boxer shorts
beats freezing buns
To the Editor:
When I first came to this campus, I
never thought the college paper would
print this kind of letter. I mean, let's
face, any other rag would simply
crumble it up and throw it away. So,
here goes.
You are the most impotent type of
sheet that I've seen. I am refering to
the article you printed in last week's
Campus which discussed the apparent
lack of boxer shorts on campus.
Well, I think that boxer shorts are
much better than no shorts at all. I
mean if everbody goes around with
only "Hawaiian style" underwear,
people are gonna feeze their little
wazoos off. So this is what I say, y-
fronts are chic. They won't bag, sag
or worse yet, wrinkle, under those
$9.95 Sears double-knits you're
wearing right now. So don't be
bashful, show off those briefs, and let
folks know the long and short of it!
signed,
G.L. (name withheld for legal
necessity)
Libel suit against Campus
for printing the truth
To the editor.
Well, you finally did it. Now I am so
ticked off with the way you've written
your stories that I have filed a
multi-million dollar libel suit against
your newspaper because you actually
printed the truth.
Yes the truth. Awful isn't it?
There were no misquotes, made up
facts and figures and blind
accusations. What are we, the
American people, going to do if we
to the editor:
can't depend on the press to write the
untruth?
With not yellow journalism, why
should the public buy your paper?
That's right they would have no reason
to do so. Let's get on the ball and start
stretching the truth.
Maybe if you work hard you can live
Lit' to that bible of truth, the National
Enquirer.
Con. Fuse Student
Who cares?
I'm not going to bitch.
I'm not going to piss and moan.
I'm not even going to take a side, or
put in my two cents worth.
What for?
Nothing bothers me.
I have no opinions that I can back tip
with a convincing arguement.
I have no spine.
No backbone.
My ire cannot be raised.
Nor my eyebrows.
Not even Ayatullah Khomeni pisses
me off.
David Spellman and the senators arejust doing their jobs.
Go ahead and cut the elms.
Start school early.
Patrol the dorms.
Draft me.
Nuke the whales.
'Cause hey,
I just don't give a shit.
Some people wonder why
More students don't speak out
what's on their minds.
Well I tell you,
Maybe it is because there are a lot
more people like me out there
than you suspect.
I'm just writing to tell you:
I have nothing to tell you.
Since' ely,
an unconcerned student
EITHER IT GOES
OR I GO
10. torts New Sedition • Friday. Dec. 12. 1980 
UPI ranks basketball
Bears tops in U.S.
Jock Can-only-type
Staff writer
The University of Maine Black Bears
were ranked the number one college
basketball team in the country
following their three consecutive blow-
outs in a recent UPI poll.
Us Press Idiots (UPI) here at the
Maine Campus sports desk voted the
Maine squad in a unanimous decision
over second-rated DePaul and third-
ranked Kentucky. Maine received all
three first place votes and it marks
their first-ever appearance on the Top
20 in the country list.
With impressive wins over East
Carolina, Siena, and UNH last week,
Maine was an easy choice for the
number one bill. Head coach Skip
Chappelle said, "I'm not surprised
with the decision. I think we deserve
being number one in the country, the
boys have certainly earned it."
Chappelle has been instrumental in the
Black Bear winning skein as he came
off the bench and sank 19 of 20 from
the free throw line, mirroring the form
that enabled him to be one of the topfree throw shooters in the country in
1960.
DePaul Coach Ray Meyer and
Kentucky mentor Joe B. Hall both felt
that Maine deserved the top spot in the
poll. "They can beat you in so many
ways," said Mayer, "they have
tremendous size in the front court and
are a legitimate pick to go all the way."
Hall said, "They're really the only
team on our schedule that is capable of
beating us. I wouldn't be a bit
surprised to see them in Philadelphia
come March."
The Black Bears feature a controlled
offense which boasts Player of the
Year candidate Rick Carlisle. Experts
believe the choice will be between he
and DePaul's Mark Aguirre,
depending upon who wins the national
championship. If Carlisle wins the
award, it will mark the first time in the
history of the NCAA that the Player of
the Year and the Heisman Award
winner went to the same school in the
same year. Earlier this fall, UPI voted
in another unanimous decision,
Lorenzo Bouier as the recipient of the
Heisman trophy.
The Black Bears (3-1) play
Connecticut before playing in two
yuletide tourneys. They are expected
to defend their number one ranking
through those games setting up what
could be a preview of the national
championship when they face the
Kentucky Wildcats in Kentucky on
Dec. 30th.
Football player saves life
Cornerback Fred Clothesline (black uniform( received his varsity letter for saving
teammate Pete Patt..rson (white uniform] yesterday. Here Clothesline uses the Heimlich
menuever to save Pa.,erson. who was choking on the football that had become embedded
in his throat Iphoto by the unknown photographer.I
Pucksters to tackle Islanders
by Tank McNerph
Stiff Writer
The Maine Black Bear hockey team
will be taking on the Stanley Cup
Champion New York Islanders next
week. Maine received the invitation to
play the Islanders when Hal Barbour,
coach of the Islanders, saw Maine play
Boston College.
"This is one of the finest teams in
the country and they deserve a shot at
uk," said Barbour.
Mack Semaphere was proud to
accept the invitation given out by
Barbour saying. "we've been very
fortunate thus far against some tough
squads, but this will probably be the
toughest game we'll play all year."
The members of the Bear squad were
also excited about the invitation. Phil
Sememck, team captain, said "If we
can play good team hockey and stay
tough in the corners with the largerIslanders, we'll make a game of it. Wehave the chance to show the pro scoutswhat to look forward to in the comingyears. If we can play well maybe then
we'll get the ranking we deserve."John Fartorella,the scrapper for theBears, said he was "looking forward totaking on Tike Bossie and some of theother so called 'tough' guys on theIslanders."
All in all, the game should be veryinteresting. The game is scheduled forDec. 20 at 8:00, down at the NassauColiseum in Long Island. Tickets forthe bus and game will be available onMonday. We recommend no one drivedown in their car or they may be
walking back. No
-sports passes shouldbe turned in for tickets so the passescan be resold by the athleticdepartment.
4 MILES NORTH OF OLD TOWN
ON ROUTE 2 - MILFORD MAINE
wire
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Sad indeed was the sight that confronted reporters
Thursday morning on the White House lawn. Maniacal laughter was heard
coming from within as dozens of crippled, maimed, and dead ducks were hurled
from the window of the oval office. Sources say Carter smashed his desk, and
used the wood to nail over his office door, barricading himself inside. Mrs.
Carter held reporters at arm's length as she told them: "Everythings's under
control. It's just that Jimmy's going through a very trying time."
WASHINGTON, D. C.-1n a brief interview, Secretary of State-to-be Alexander
Hague said "he's just thtrilled about the news." Sources say he later placed a
collect call to San Clemente, and was overheard as saying "it could be just like
old times."
MOSCOW—In what is termed an "emergency summit," lame-duck President
Carter flew to Moscow yesterday to discuss the turmoil in Poland with Soviet
leader Brezhnev. Upon arrival, Carter ran to Brezhnev, embraced him and
proceeded to smother him with kisses. "Oh Leonic, Carter was quoted as saying,
"itis been so long!" Then, with a stern look at the Soviet leader, he added "but
Jethuth, big guy, you boyth should thtop it before thomebody geth hurt."
Carter later said his actions "promoted good feeling."
WASHINGTON, D. C.—President-reject Ronnie Ragano has announced his
plan to eliminate all vowels from the printed and spoken word in America as soon
as he gets into office as an economy measure. It seems that Ragano feels this
country could save a "lot of wasted time and energy on unnecessary letters."
According to informed sources however, this is just a ploy by Ragano staffers as
Ragano is reportedly unable to speak coherently anyway, and this would make
public speaking easier for him. When asked to comment on the matter, Ragano
said "stilt pr ss, trkys!"
IRAN—Ayatollah Khomeni called a late-night press conference yesterday with
western reporters to relay what he termed "some wild and crazy.. news." Upon
arival, elated reporters were told "the American hostages will definitely be home
by Christmas." Obviously in a sadistic mood, he then thumbed his nose, giggled.
and stuck out his tongue as he screamed "but I didn't say this Christmas!!"
WARSAW—In the winter meetings, reporters learned Thursday that a secret dealis underway between the U.S.--Polish governments that would send 75,000
Cuban refugees to Warsaw for 40,000 vexed factory workers and a dissonant to
be named later. However, the Cubans' agent, president-reject Ronnie Regano
may nix the deal, saying "our hard-working Spies are worth more than your
candy-ass Polaks any day!"
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New UMO track becomes a realityby the Crockpot
Writer on the Run
The track team has been bringing inprize rejects for their outdoor trackfacility. The rejects have been quiteimpressed with the tartan tracksurrounding the field and are reallyhaving a good time in the newlyconstructed steeplechase water pit, theonly natural one in the nation.
Coach Jim Ballboy is thrilled with
the new facility. I talked to Ballboy in
the $6,000 press box, which was madepossible through contributions from
various athletic supporters.
Ballboy said, "the athleticdepartment has done an outstandingjob in bringing the university a supertrack. Just think, it only took them 40
years to accomplish it. I'm please,1
they got it done before my retirement.'
Coach Ballboy has his own littlehelper in Bruce Humble. "Humble has
put his foot in his mouth many timesby trying to rush the track issue beforethe athletic department god Hal
Westerly. Finally, Brucie's effortlesspursuit of a track has worked,"
Ballboy said.
In this season's christening of the
new facility, former coach Ed Sterno
was presented with a plaque for his
coaching excellence. However, Sterno
Track fans watch the exciting steeple( hase race over (IMO 's new track. Dyer Straitsfinished first. with Jock Strapp in second. The rest of the entrants had to be fished out ofthe natural waterpit jump. Also shown is the new $600.000 pressbox. (photo by WillMasonitel.
Around the world in sports action
TULSA, OK—The Professional
Golfers Association today received a
citation from the Moral Majority for
"moral conduct above and beyond the
round of duty." A Majority
spokesman cited such behavior as
taking penalty strokes and yelling
"fore" when hitting the ball. The
citation was given after evangelist
Aural Rabbits reported seeing a "900-
foot Jack Nicklaus" in a vision.
NEW YORK CITY-- Promoters
Rob Rarum and Don Kingpin
announced the formation of World
Team Boxing today. Eight franchises
will be granted, with each franchise to
field a boxer in each weight class.
Mohammad Ali has been appointed
commissioner, mainly to keep him
from boxing again. When reached for
comment, Ali said "I am the greatest,
but World Team Boxing is the latest. I
am the greatest pound for pound, but I
can't go no 15 rounds."
NEW YORK CITY—The North
American Soccer League moved its
headquarters to Orono, Maine. The
league will now be known as the
Greater Bangor-Brewer Y League.
Former NASL Commissioner Phil
Woosyone announced plans for
franchises in Bangor, Brewer, Orono,
Old Town, Veazie, and Hermon, with
possible teams in Levant and
Winterport. Woosyone said, "We
started too big and overexpanded. So
now we're going 180 degrees."
QUETTA, BALUCHISTAN--
Transexual Renee Richards today won
the mixed doubles final in the
Petrodollars Desert Tennis Classic.
Richards downed Andrea Jaegar and
Ken Rosewall 2-6, 6-4,7-6.
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND--
Tragedy struck at the Robin Hood
Invitational Archery Tournament
today. Frenchman Jacques LaPointe
was killed by an errant arrow shot by
American Indian Joe Straight Quiver.
Authorities arrested Straight Quiver,
calling him "bowed and extremely
dangerous." The two had quarrelled
earlier, and LaPointe's last words
before he died were, "0.k., o.k., I get
the point."
BOSTON, MA—The baseball
winter meetings were abuzz after
Haywire Silliman's latest move to
improve the slumping Boston Red Sox.
First, Silliman traded all Red Sox
players under the age of 30 for the
Tabasco, Mexico, Pistaneros of the
Mexican League. "These peons will
play for free," Silliman said. In a
second move, Silliman fired
septagenarian Ralph Houk, and hired
former Washington Redskins coach
George Allen. "The future is now,"
Silliman innovated.
NEW YORK CITY—In an effort to
stem player violence, N.H.L. president
Flo Ziegfeld, in conjunction with the
Ralph Nadar group, Fans Against
Recurring Contact Ever (FARCE),
Oro  prIDIOUICIODOir : [T IFIrrir , 41 c .:1-in1?1rlInn1f it tt ,t 11- 1 II It Cra-T-__JP_OiciolE fit*1
WESTERN
ats, Shirts, Boots, and Leather Apparel
Cass Horse Supply
Main Rd. Orono
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Bring
along the
whole family
for a real treat.
Students - S4.00/game
Cumberland County
introduce a new safety device. The
device consists of an airbag underneath
a player's jersey. When contact is
made, the airbag inflates, thus saving
the player from injury. Alan Eagle-
eye, head of the N.H.L. Players'
Association, decried the move as
"sending hockey back to the Zeppelin
age."
wasn't present because he was busy
deciding who would run the mile forhis hand picked protege, Ballboy.
While the bubbly coach Hunter was
bouncing around on the track, coach
Ballboy and Sterno were conversing in
the press box, having a steak and tea,
as athletic diety Hal Westerly enters.
On the track the steeplechase hadjust finished. Dier Straight finishes
first followed by Jox Strapp. The rest
of the field had to be rescued from the
new, natural water jump.
Maine leads 40-37 with two events
remaining. I'm with coach Humble
who's smiling, because of the new
women's varsity track team. "When I
planned to have women's track made a
varsity sport, I was hoping in track but
cheerleading is OK," Humble said.
"The only problem is that they are the
only ones here. I guess the rejectsdon't bring people to the meet."
Track has never been a spectator
sport at UMO, but then again UMO
won't be the only school using the all-
weather facility. At a press conference
today, Westerly announced the track
could be used for a fee. Five dollars
for regular season and $1,000 for
ci!ampionship meets. Remember,
money is the name of the game, even in
1980.
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"The Classic" Stocking
Stuffer
Best Holiday Classic
Dec. 26th
UMO vs
Northeastern
9:15pm
Temple vs
N. C. Charlotte
7:15pm
Dec. 27th
Winners meet in
Championship Game
9:15pm
Consolation Game
7:15pm
58.00 reserve seats
S14.00 for
both nights
Tickets
available at thei
UMO Athletic
Ticket Office
(Gym)
$6.00 for both
Civic Center, Portland
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The maturity of old ballplayers
I'd like to confront my critics
with what I believe have been the
rational decisions that Stubby
and I have made over the past
five years to shape the bright
future of the Red Sox you used
know and still love.
First of all, Silliman and
LeCrux Co. didn't really have the
money to buy the Red Sox
ballclub and the American
League owners were justified not
to accept our ownership with
open arms. But we've been
making friends fast since that
bitter beginning and the owners
have found that dealing with our
incompetence has been rather
profitable.
The best decision we made was
cleaning house, especially the
removal of the competent Dick
O'Tunnel, who for many years as
general manager for the late Tom
Squawky had developed a
prestigious reputation among the
other league owners. He really is
the one that built the ball club in
1975 and, except for a few
players and a pitching staff, part
of the 1981 ballclub you will be
paying more dollars to see play
next year.
O'Tunnel had to go.
Competenc4e and incompetence
would have created quite a media
event and really tipped our hand
to the other American League
owners.
Unhuilding a legitimate World
Champion hasn't been easy, but
in the interest of professional
baseball and making all teams
more compatible with one
another, we have done a fine job.
Take Milwaukee for instance.
We trade them two young fine
ballplayers in Ben Oglivie and
Cecil Cooper, bench strength and
Red Sox farm boys, and more
than that, they both loved being a
member of the Red Sox ball club.
We trade Bernie Carbo for old
time favorite George "The
Boomer" Scott; figuring having
two old great players alternating
at first is better than one young
developing Golden Glover.
We got Bernie back, but had to
let him go on waivers because of
conflicting interestes. Bernie
wanted to win the world
championship and have fun off
the filed with "Spaceman" Bill
Lee. Ballplayers can't do both.
Things were really promising
with Stan Papi, who could do
neither!
The fans have been really
berating Stubby and I for not
diving head first into the free
agent meat market. The truth is
we don't eat meat, and don't
have the bucks to throw around
after the great success %%e had
with Mike Torrez and Bill
Campbell, all losses aside, and
the workmen's compensation
we've had to pay Bill to keep
meat on his table. I really
No-sports pass new
admission technique
b' Scoop McGarble
Lengyel Gym Bureau Chief
In a press conference today, UM()Athletic Director Hal Westerly andBusiness Manager Trueheart B. Rascal
announced a new method of admissionfor students in UMO varsity games.The all
-sports pass will be replacedby the no
-sports pass. The no-sportspass wW cost $68 a semester, and willguarani ee admission to six varsitygames. of the student's choice,
excepting hockey games, in which
students will be allowed to stand
outside Alfond Arena and listen to the
reserved ticket holders cheer whenMaine scores.
Westerly, in announcine the change,
said "No
-sports passes will eliminate
overcrowding and raise revenueStudent:, will appreciate the limiterilames they're able to see more, ant will
more ler% ently read sports pages tofollow out quality Black Bear teams.''
In other news, Westerly announced
the moving of all women's athletics
teams to Lengyel Gym, which was
renamed the Lengyel Sports Complex.
When asked where the women's swim
team would practice and hold
meets, Westerly replied. "I dunno,
maybe we could weatherize and flood
L_-3,_L Lit
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The trip-spurts pass
the archery range.— Swim team coachJeff Wrench was unavailable for
comment, as he was playing
racquetball with diving coach Rich
Millstone. Assistant track coach BruceHumble said, "Gee, it's nice to haveour own facility, but it gets kind ofboring running five times around thegym for the 100
-yard dash, and theshot is making a lot of holes in thefloor."
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Hair After
Heavenly Hair Care
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WALK-IN & APP SERVICE
866-4647
OPEN MON - SAT
WED & THURS (evenings by app.
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enjoyed looking forward to
playing the Yankees when Torrez
tried to pitch for them, and it's
still just as exciting when he
pitches for the Red Sox. All the
American League owners, our
great friends now, are all smiles
usually after games and trades.
The free agency market has
also put a lot of pressure on us to
our players. You still remember
Luis Tiant, George F.,e'ott, and
Bob Watson? And this year at
the league meetings after our
competent drafting in the free
agency draft, we will be looking
to plug a few holes in the infield
and outfield. We pay our
pitchers a good sum, all fifteen of
them, and to help increase gate
receipts, getting rid of Freddy
Lynn and gick Burleson.
Both are playing out options,
Lynn wants to return to
California and Burleson's such a
gutsy ballplayer, who has nothing
but words of confidence for his
teammates, that he ought to
bring some proven old timers to
the club. I'm afraid that what it
will take to complement our good
old pitching staff that likes to get
the eight men behind the mound
in the game and ser e up
souvenirs for the people tam pay
good bucks to sit in the bleachers.,
In a shocking development. aged 1.1M0
Bananas the Bear went berserk and started
attacking innocent bystanders. lb students
were mauled on the mall. Here Bananas
terrorizes this yound child along with
popping her ballo9n. Iphoto by Will
Masonirej
Faster,
funnier and wilder.
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